
DO YOU DORODANGO?
INSTRUCTIONS ON LABELLING: HOW TO IDENTIFY 
YOUR SOIL TYPE

There are 6 main soil types which you might find on your dorodango hunt. So here’s a 
guide on what you should look out for.

  Sandy

Sandy soil has the largest particles among the different soil types. It’s dry and gritty 
to the touch, because the particles have huge spaces between them.

  Silty

Silty soil has much smaller particles than sandy soil so it’s smooth to the touch. 
When moistened, it’s soapy slick. When you roll it between your fingers, dirt is left 
on your skin. 

  Clay

Clay soil has the smallest particles among the three so it has good water storage 
qualities. It’s sticky to the touch when wet, but smooth when dry. If moistened soil 
feels sticky, rolls up easily, and forms into a ball or sausage-like shape, then you’ve 
got yourself clay.

  Peaty

Peaty soil is dark brown or black in color, soft, easily compressed due to its high 
water content, and rich in organic matter.

  Saline Soil

The soil in extremely dry regions is usually brackish because of its high salt 
content. It’s easy enough to test if you have saline soil. You’ll probably see a white 
layer coating the surface of the soil. 

  Loam

Loam is dark in color and is mealy—soft, dry and crumbly—in your hands. It has a 
tight hold on water. The feel test for loam yields a smooth, partly gritty, partly sticky 
ball that crumbles easily.

One Last Soil Typing Trick

If you really want to know what soil type you’re
working with but don’t want to get dirty, fill a
smallish jar with soil sampling from your garden.
Shake vigorously and let the soil settle overnight.
Next day, you’ll see distinct soil layers. Sand stays
at the bottom, clay at the top and silt in between.
Their percentages will be your clue on your soil type.



DO YOU DORODANGO?
INSTRUCTIONS ON LABELLING: HOW TO IDENTIFY 
YOUR AREA
Each icon on the label indicates what area you are in from the 5 towns we are working 
with so either Circle the right icon or use the space to highlight a new area. Then use 
the the line to write where exactly you took your soil sample from you could do this 
either by using a GPS code or simply by a short description.

The next step is to record your soil type by circling the correct icon;

For example;

The final step is to cut label to fit your dorodango so it can as a base to sit on. Finally 
take a snap and upload to facebook or twitter and tag Clyde and Avon Valley 
Landscape Partnership. Happy making!
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